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Abstract23

24

Twentieth-century atmospheric reanalysis datasets are substantially important25

for understanding climate in the early era of the century. This paper first26

compares two sets of the twentieth-century atmospheric reanalyses, the27

NOAA-CIRES-DOE 20th Century Reanalysis Version 3 (20CRv3) and the28

ECMWF 20th century reanalysis (ERA20C), as far as the summer low-level29

cross-equatorial flows (CEFs) over the Asian-Australian monsoon region are30

concerned. The results show evident regional differences in intensity of31

individual branches of CEFs between the two reanalyses, in spite of an overall32

agreement in climatological seasonal mean and variability. At interannual33

timescale, significant differences are seen prior to 1925 and in the 1940s.34

During the two periods there are often opposite variations in Somali CEF in the35

two datasets, along with obvious different amplitudes (variances) in the Bay of36

Bengal (BOB) and Australian CEFs. At interdecadal timescale, the two37

datasets have different periodicities in Somali CEF, and have a greater38

fluctuation of BOB CEF after 1925 in ERA20C than 20CRv3, as well as an39

opposite decadal variation in the Australian CEF prior to 1940 and in the 1960s.40

As for the long-term trend, both the Somali and BOB CEFs exhibit41

intensification in both the datasets, but the intensification amplitude is bigger in42

20CRv3 than ERA20C for Somali CEF; the Australian CEF exhibits a43

weakening trend in both the datasets, but is less evident in 20CRv3. To figure44
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out which of the two datasets is relatively more reliable, the observed45

cross-equatorial meridional gradient of sea-level pressure index and the Indian46

summer monsoon rainfall index, which both have longer instrumental records,47

are used as benchmarks to validate the CEFs in view of their close48

connections. The results suggest that ERA20C is more reliable, and thus more49

suitable for investigating decadal climate variability of the 20th century across50

the hemispheres.51

Keywords 20CRv3; ERA20C; cross-equatorial flows; reanalysis comparison;52

proxy index53

54

1. Introduction55

Atmospheric reanalysis produces datasets for synoptic and climate56

research through a fixed data assimilation system and atmospheric general57

circulation model ingesting all available observed variables every several58

hours. It provides an estimate of the climate state at each time step, and the59

variable outputs from the system are dynamically consistent with one another.60

The reanalysis datasets are thus an important resource for the research61

community (Deng et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2010).62

The first generation of atmospheric reanalysis dataset was developed in63

the mid-1990s by the joint efforts of the National Centers for Environmental64

Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)65

(NCEP/NCAR) (Kalnay et al. 1996), which extended back to 1948 and66
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continues to the present. During the recent decades, various global67

atmospheric reanalysis products have been developed including the68

fifth-generation atmospheric reanalysis (ERA5) (Hersbach et al. 2020) and the69

interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) (Dee et al. 2011) from the European Centre70

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), the second version of the71

Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2)72

(Gelaro et al. 2017) from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration73

(NASA), Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al. 2010) from74

NCEP, Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) (Kobayashi et al. 2015)75

generated by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) , and the Global76

Atmospheric Reanalysis (CRA-40) (Wang et al. 2018) from the China77

Meteorological Administration (CMA). The length period of most of these78

datasets covers just after 1950, especially after 1979 when the satellite era79

began. However, as the decadal variability issues cause more and more80

attention due to their involvement into global warming, a demand for longer81

observational series beyond decades has become more and more urgent.82

Thus, researchers began to develop century-long reanalyses.83

There are three sets of century-long reanalyses: the first is the84

NOAA-CIRES-DOE 20th Century Reanalysis (20CR) (Compo et al. 2011),85

which assimilates the surface pressure and extends the period to 1836, and86

updates the latest version 3, 20CRv3 (Slivinski et al. 2019). The two else are87

from ECMWF including the ECMWF 20th century reanalysis (ERA20C) (Poli et88
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al. 2016) and the ECMWF Coupled 20th Century Reanalysis (CERA20C)89

(Laloyaux et al. 2018). All the two ECMWF datasets have a period spanning90

1900/1901 to 2010. Among them, ERA20C assimilates surface and mean sea91

level pressures as well as marine surface winds; CERA20C uses the coupled92

model, which simultaneously ingests atmospheric and ocean observations.93

These century-long reanalyses are employed for various climate researches94

(Bett et al. 2017; Polonskii et al. 2017; Stankunavicius et al. 2017; Welker and95

Martius 2014). However, the results when using different reanalyses are often96

inconsistent with each other. For example, the wind speeds in the North97

Atlantic and North Pacific in ERA20C and CERA20C show a significant98

increase, but no obvious trend is seen in 20CR (Wohland et al. 2019);99

Correspondently, there is an obvious upward trend in the Arctic Oscillation100

mode and wind speed along the northern storm path due to a biased101

weakening trend in the sea level pressure over the Arctic in ERA20C102

(Bloomfield et al. 2018; Rohrer et al. 2019); Also, ERA20C and 20CR show a103

difference in the trend of extratropical cyclones and storms even in their signs104

and magnitudes (Befort et al. 2016); There is an inconsistency in regional105

extreme precipitation trend among them (Donat et al. 2016). All these106

differences pose a challenge to decadal studies: which reanalysis is more107

reliable and which dataset can be selected for use. Therefore, assessing the108

quality of the available century-long reanalyses is necessary.109

On the other hand, as the exchange channels of momentum, water vapor110
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and energy across the hemispheres, cross-equatorial flows (CEFs) over the111

Asian-Australian monsoon region play an important role in global112

teleconnection (Wang and Xue 2003; Zurita-Gotor 2020) and Asian monsoon113

climate (Fan et al. 2018; Jain et al. 2021; Lei and Yang 2008). They are also114

substantially important for global climate (Hoskins et al. 2020; Zeng and Li115

2002). There are primarily three branches of CEFs in boreal summer in the116

lower atmosphere of the Asian-Australian monsoon region (Fig. 1), namely the117

Somali CEF, the Bay of Bengal (BOB) CEF, and the Australian CEF from west118

to east. The Australian CEF is composed of three sub-branches, i.e. the South119

China Sea, the Celebes Sea, and the New Guinea sub-branches, respectively.120

Among them, Somali CEF and BOB CEF supply a majority of moisture for the121

South Asian summer monsoon (Halpern and Woiceshyn 2001), which can122

induce a drought or flood. They also influence the East Asia summer monsoon123

by providing partly water vapor and contributing to the eastward withdrawal of124

the Northwest Pacific subtropical high (Gao and Xue 2006; Li and Wu 2002).125

The variation of Australian CEF is directly related to the outbreak of the South126

China Sea summer monsoon, adjusting the advance and retreat of the127

Northwest Pacific subtropical high, and then affecting the distribution of the128

rain belt in East Asia (Li and Li 2014, 2016). The above three CEFs have a129

similar distribution of climatological mean and variability in ERA20C and130

20CRv3 compared to ERA5 and NCEP/NCAR as well as JRA55 in the period131

of 1958-2010 (Fig. 1).132
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To understand the decadal variability of CEFs, century-long datasets are133

needed. Researchers often used two sets of the 20th-century reanalysis,134

ERA20C and 20CRv3, to serve this purpose (Attada et al. 2019; Huang et al.135

2018; Huang et al. 2019; Prasanna 2016; Wu and Mao 2019). Although there136

is another reanalysis, CERA20C, it does not exhibit a significant improvement137

in Asian monsoon relative to ERA20C and is thus seldom used (Laloyaux et al.138

2018). However, there is a large uncertainty in the quality of both ERA20C and139

20CRv3 in the early stage due to the scarcity of instrumental records140

particularly in the Indian Ocean (McPhaden et al. 2009), also due to the bias of141

both model and assimilation system used to produce the reanalysis products142

(Ajayamohan 2007; Martin et al. 2000; Prasanna et al. 2020). Therefore, an143

inter-comparison and assessment of these two reanalyses, ERA20C and144

20CRv3, are needed, and constitute the motivation of the present study.145

146

2. Datasets and methods147

Monthly meridional wind components and zonal wind components are148

from 20CRv3 and ERA20C. Among them, 20CRv3 is an ensemble of 80149

members, which is produced by the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS)150

coupled atmosphere, Noah land surface and thermodynamic ice model with151

the assimilation of surface pressure observations from the International152

Surface Pressure Databank (ISPD) (Cram et al. 2015) version 4.7. It consists153

of two sub-versions: 20CRv3si (1836-1980) and 20CRv3mo (1981-2015),154
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which use different datasets for SST boundary conditions, respectively are155

Simple Ocean Data Assimilation with Sparse Input version 3 (SODAsi.3)156

(Giese et al. 2016) and HadISST2.2. ERA20C is a single-member reanalysis,157

which is produced by ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System (IFS) with a158

coupled model of Atmosphere, Land-surface and Ocean-waves, assimilating159

the observations of surface and mean sea level pressures from ISPD version160

3.2.6 and the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set161

(ICOADS) (Woodruff et al. 2011) version 2.5.1, as well as surface marine162

winds from ICOADS. The HadISST version 2.1.0.0 provides its SST and sea163

ice boundary conditions. Both of 20CRv3 and ERA20C have a horizontal164

resolution of 1°×1°. Summer is referred to as June to August in this study.165

Because no benchmark can be referred to as a realistic observation, here166

we use two proxies, the Cross-Equatorial large-scale meridional sea-level167

Pressure (SLP) Gradient (CEPG) over the tropical Indian Ocean and the168

Indian summer monsoon rainfall index (ISMR), to validate the CEFs, in view of169

their substantial connections with CEFs and relatively higher quality in addition170

to longer availability. The SLP used is from the Hadley Centre (HadSLP2)171

spanning 1850 to 2012 with a horizontal resolution of 5°×5° (Allan and Ansell172

2006). CEPG is defined as the difference of June-August averaged sea-level173

pressure in a southern box (5-10°S 38-60°E) minus that in a northern box174

(5-10°N, 38-60°E). Here the longitudinal range of the two boxes corresponds175

to the region the Somali CEF dominates. The rainfall dataset used to calculate176
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ISMR is from the Indian daily rainfall data (IMD4) covering the 20th century177

with a horizontal resolution of 0.25°×0.25° (Pai et al. 2014). ISMR is defined as178

the June-August averaged rainfall in the Indian monsoon core region179

(18°N-24°N, 76°E-87°E).180

A common period of 1901-2010 among these two datasets is focused on.181

The CEF comparison is carried out from the spatial distribution of182

climatological meridional wind components and their standard deviation, as183

well as the evolution of different timescale components, including the184

long-term trend, interdecadal and interannual variability. The long-term trend is185

obtained by linear regression, the decadal component is calculated from the186

11-year running mean, and the interannual component is from a 10-year187

high-pass filter, respectively. The consistency between the two reanalyses is188

evaluated through their temporal correlation. The deviation between them is189

measured by the root-mean-square error (RMSE) as follows:190

���� = �=1
� (�� − ��)2�

�
.

Where �� and �� denote the members of samples x and y, respectively,191

and n is the length of the sampling. Since the degree of freedom has changed192

after the filters, the Monte Carlo Method is applied to calculate the critical value193

of the correlation coefficient with significance shown in Table 1 (Shi et al. 1997;194

Zhao and Han 2005; Thompson 1979). The significance test for the difference195

between the reanalyses in terms of climatological mean and standard196

deviations are the Student’s t test and the F test, respectively.197
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3. Results198

3.1 Differences between the two reanalyses, ERA20C and 20CRv3199

The vertical distribution of climatological CEFs expressed as the200

meridional wind along the equator (average of 5°S-5°N) and their standard201

deviations are displayed in Fig. 2. A consistence in both reanalyses is that the202

Somali CEF is the strongest, followed by the Australian CEF, and the BOB203

CEF is the weakest. Another consistence exhibits in their variability distribution,204

for the Australian CEF has a violent fluctuation while the Somali and BOB205

CEFs are relatively stable. The Somali CEF maximum is located at 850-925206

hPa, and the other two are at 925-1000 hPa. To quantify the CEF, we refer to207

the longitudinal range of 38°-60°E for Somali CEF, 79°-94°E for BOB CEF, the208

three separated longitudinal ranges of 102°-112°E, 121°-132°E and209

143°-150°E for the three sub-branches of Australian CEF. The latitude range210

used to calculate CEFs is limited to 5°S-5°N.211

From Fig. 2c an inconsistence in the climatological mean CEFs is seen, in212

that the maximum intensity of Somali CEF is weaker in 20CRv3 than ERA20C,213

along with a greater intensity in its eastern side; BOB CEF is also stronger in214

20CRv3. A similarly stronger amplitude is seen in the two western215

sub-branches of Australian CEF in 20CRv3, along with a weaker amplitude of216

their eastern counterpart. The difference in the CEF variability is also evident217

(Fig. 2f). There is a spatial contrast in the Somali CEF as ERA20C has greater218

variability on the eastern side of Somali CEF, and 20CRv3 displays stronger219
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fluctuations on the west side. It is opposite for the east sub-branch of the220

Australian CEF. All the rest CEF branches show greater variability in 20CRv3.221

To scrutiny these regional differences between the two reanalyses, we222

define the CEF index (Fig. 3) as the average meridional wind at 925 hPa within223

their corresponding range, and the Australian CEF index is the average of its224

three sub-branches. The Somali (Australian) CEF has a similar intensity of225

8.85 m s−1 and 8.87 m s−1 (2.90 m s−1 and 2.95 m s−1) in the two reanalyses,226

respectively. In contrast, the BOB CEF is stronger in 20CRv3 with a value of227

3.18 m s−1, while this value is 2.70 m s−1 in ERA20C. Also, the standard228

deviation of the BOB CEF (0.47 m s−1 and 0.46 m s−1) and Australian CEF229

(0.76 m s−1 and 0.79 m s−1) is very close to each other in the two reanalyses.230

However, the Somali CEF has greater variability in 20CRv3 as its standard231

deviation is 0.43 m s−1, greater than 0.37 m s−1 in ERA20C.232

From the year-to-year evolution of three CEFs, one can see an evident233

inconsistence between the two reanalyses (Fig. 3), especially for the Somali234

CEF which in ERA20C is stronger from 1901 to 1925, but turns weaker during235

the period of 1960-1980. The BOB CEF and Australian CEF show an overall236

consistency in the two reanalyses, with the temporal correlation of 0.59 and237

0.76 between the two datasets for the two CEFs, respectively. But the BOB238

CEF in ERA20C is constantly lower than that in 20CRv3 throughout the239

century, and the amplitude gap prior to 1950 in Australian CEF is still240

un-negligible. Moreover, all these three CEFs show multi-timescale variation,241
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which contributes to the above differences. Therefore, we investigate their242

difference with respect to timescales.243

For the interannual timescale (Fig. 4a, c, e), there is a gap between the244

Somali CEFs in the two datasets, but a consistency in the other two CEFs.245

This is also seen from their distinct correlations with the coefficients of 0.25,246

0.64 and 0.80 for Somali CEF, BOB CEF and Australian CEF, respectively. In247

order to isolate the major periods with a large gap between the datasets, an248

11-year running correlation and 11-year running root-mean-square error are249

calculated between the reanalyses (Fig. 4b, d, f). For the Somali CEF, there250

are three periods with a large gap, prior to 1925, 1945-1955 and around 2000,251

during which the CEF’s correlations between the reanalyses are weak or even252

negative and the CEF anomalies are often opposite to each other in the two253

datasets. The large gap periods for BOB CEF are pre-1920, the 1940s and the254

1970s, respectively. For Australian CEF, they are pre-1950 and around 1990.255

Nevertheless, these gaps are mainly caused by their amplitude. An overall256

agreement in the interannual variability of these two CEFs is basically kept,257

which is seen from a steady correlation above the 90% significant level258

throughout the whole period.259

The gaps in the CEFs interannual variability are mainly in the period prior260

to 1950. This is understandable because the observations available for261

assimilation are relatively few (Cram et al. 2015; Hersbach et al. 2015;262

Woodruff et al. 2011), due to the limitations of observation technology and the263
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impacts of the World War I (1914–1918) as well as the World War II264

(1939–1945). Therefore, the biases caused by models cannot be well removed265

to yield reality, leading to a large divergence between the reanalyses.266

For the interdecadal timescale, all the three CEFs vary inconsistently in267

the two reanalyses (Fig. 5), albeit the consistence in Australian CEF is268

relatively high with a correlation of 0.52. To understand the gap in depth, the269

power spectrum analysis is taken into account first. As shown in Fig. 6, the270

Somali CEF in the two reanalyses displays a different variation cycle. The271

dominant periodicity in ERA20C is around 50-year, in accompany with the272

positive anomalies in the periods before 1920, 1933-1952 and after 1988 and273

the negative anomalies in 1921-1932 and 1953-1987 (Fig. 5). In comparison,274

the Somali CEF in 20CRv3 has two cycles of 30 and 60-80 years, respectively,275

being in positive phase in 1906-1910 and 1925-1975 and in negative phase in276

1911-1924 and 1976-2005. For the BOB CEF, even though it shares the same277

cycles of 20 and 40 years in the two datasets, there are still differences in278

intensity and phase period. The fluctuation in 20CRv3 becomes weak after279

1925, while in ERA20C, the 40-year cycle lasts the whole century and the280

20-year cycle is also evident before 1970. As a consequence, the decadal281

component of the BOB CEF in 20CRv3 basically stays positive from 1925 to282

1990, but in ERA20C there are two positive periods in 1936-1950 and283

1975-1995 and three negative periods in 1906-1935, 1951-1975 and after284

1995, respectively. The major noticeable gaps in the Australian CEF between285
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the two reanalyses appear before 1940 and in the 1960s. In the first period, the286

Australian CEF in 20CRv3 displays a periodic fluctuation of 15-20 years and287

maintains positive. However, in ERA20C it basically stays in the negative288

phase and shows more frequent fluctuations with three cycles of 8-15 years,289

around 25 years, and 80-100 years, respectively, albeit the last one is less290

significant. In the second period, the anomaly of the Australian CEF is positive291

in ERA20C but negative in 20CRv3.292

For the long-term trend, both ERA20C and 20CRv3 show an293

enhancement in the Somali and BOB CEFs, but a weakening in the Australian294

CEF (Fig. 7). As for the amplitude, the BOB CEF in both the reanalyses has295

the same trend of 0.5 m s−1 from 1901 to 2010, but the Somali CEF has296

evidently amplified intensification with the increment of 1.0 m s−1 in 20CRv3,297

much greater than that in ERA20C which has the value of 0.2 m s−1. In contrast,298

20CRv3 yields a smaller weakening trend in the Australian CEF with the299

southerly wind speed declining by 0.08 m s−1 during the 20th century, while the300

value is 0.4 m s−1 in ERA20C. In general, both the two reanalyses yield a301

consistent trend in all the three CEFs during the past century, but with a302

different amplitude.303

3.2 Validation of the reliability of CEFs in the two reanalyses304

a. The benchmark indices for validation305

The above comparison suggests that both ERA20C and 20CRv3 bear an306

overall consistence in the interannual variability and long-term trend of the307
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three CEFs, but a substantial gap in the interdecadal variability. It does not308

imply which one of the two reanalysis datasets is more realistic or reliable. Due309

to the lack of instrumental records in the early 20th century, it is challenging to310

validate the CEFs in these reanalyses. Therefore, we investigate the accuracy311

of CEFs in the two reanalyses based on climate dynamic teleconnection.312

We seek proxy indicators to validate CEFs. The indicators should have a313

clear physical meaning and stable dynamical connection with the CEF, in314

addition to having a long record. It is well known that the cross-equatorial315

meridional gradient of sea-level pressure (SLP) is the primary driver of the CEF,316

meanwhile SLP (say HadSLP2) has a longer instrumental record. Thus, CEPG317

can act as one proxy indicator for the CEFs. Besides, the Indian summer318

monsoon rainfall is greatly affected by the Somali CEF, and they bear a steady,319

solid correlation. Thus, ISMR can be used as another indicator for Somali CEF.320

Therefore, we consider these two variables and explore their feasibility as the321

benchmark index.322

The validation is conducted by using the period of 1981-2010 during which323

the quality of the reanalyses is greatly guaranteed. One low-pass filter is used324

to obtain the CEF interdecadal components. Five reanalyses, ERA5,325

ERA-interim, JRA55, MERRA-2 and CFSR, are used to derive the CEF indices.326

As shown in Fig. 8, one substantial consistence exists in each CEF among the327

five reanalyses, even if one tiny divergence at the late 20th century. Therefore,328

we take their ensemble mean as the reality of the CEFs.329
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Comparing the individual CEPG with the corresponding CEF index, one330

substantial agreement is seen in the BOB and Australian CEFs, albeit a few331

discrepancies in the Somali CEF in the last several years. Thus, the CEPG332

index defined here is a reasonable indicator for the CEF interdecadal333

variability.334

The Indian summer rainfall is closely connected to Somali CEF since its335

water vapor is mainly from the transport of Somali CEF (Kumar et al. 1999;336

Ordonez et al. 2013; Zhu 2012). Although some studies illustrated that factors337

such as mid-latitude disturbance and topographic distribution exert a338

significant impact on the Indian summer rainfall and lead to a considerable339

spatial variability (Kumar et al. 1995; Parthasarathy et al. 1993), here we340

consider the core area of Indian summer monsoon rainfall. Figure 9 shows the341

spatial distribution of the interdecadal correlation between the Indian summer342

rainfall and the Somali CEF in the five reanalyses as well as their ensemble343

mean. It is easy to see that the rainfall in the Indian monsoon core region344

(purple box) has a strongly positive correlation with the Somali CEF. This is345

well reflected in previous researches, since the variation of the rainfall in this346

area corresponds to the active and break phase of the monsoon, and is always347

accompanied by the intensity adjustment of the Somali CEF (Joseph and348

Sijikumar 2004; Rajeevan et al. 2010; Raman et al. 2011). Therefore, the ISMR349

index can be taken as another proxy indicator for the Somali CEF.350

It is worthwhile noting that the early air pressure observations over the351
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Indian Ocean were relatively deficient, which affects the reliability of the Somali352

CEPG index. We compared it with the ISMR index and found that they verify353

each other (Fig. 10), with a correlation of 0.58. In comparison, the early354

observation over the subtropical northwest Pacific is relatively intense, which355

implies a relatively greater credibility of the Australian CEPG index. Therefore,356

we have sufficient confidence in the reference value of these indicators, but it357

is slightly weaker in the BOB CEPG index.358

b. Validation result359

Table 2 compares the correlations of the individual CEF indices derived360

from the two reanalyses with the correspondent proxy index. Visually, ERA20C361

outperforms 20CRv3 in all the three CEFs. This is also from one comparison of362

the interdecadal variation of the CEFs in the two reanalyses with the proxy363

index (Figs. 10 and 11). Both the variations of the Somali CEPG and the ISMR364

index are similar to the Somali CEF index derived from ERA20C, with a cycle365

of 50 years, but different from that in 20CRv3. The latter has two cycles of 30366

years and 60-80 years. Besides, the Somali CEF index derived from ERA20C367

reproduces the increase in the proxy indexes in the 1920s and 1980s and the368

decrease in the 1960s, albeit some discrepancies prior to the 1920 and after369

1990. In comparison, the evolution of the Somali CEF index in 20CRv3 missed370

all these shift points after 1920.371

For the BOB CEF, its decadal variability in both reanalyses is less372

connected with the BOB CEPG index with the insignificant correlation of 0.33373
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and 0.17. This is verified by their different variation periodicities. The BOB374

CEPG index has a periodicity of 40-50 years before 1970 and then 15 and 30375

years. This is different from the BOB CEF in the two reanalyses which both376

have two periodicities of 20 and 40 years, even evident before 1930 in 20CRv3.377

Nonetheless, the BOB CEF derived from ERA20C is obviously different from378

the proxy index in the two periods. The first is 1920-1950 when the BOB CEPG379

index stays positive, but the BOB CEF in ERA20C exhibits a strong 20-year380

cycle fluctuation. Another period is after 1980, during which the BOB CEF in381

ERA20C is anomalously positive until 1995, while the BOB CEPG index turns382

negative in the mid-1980s but positive in the early 21st century. The only383

consistent period between the BOB CEF in 20CRv3 and the BOB CEPG index384

is after 1975.385

For the Australian CEF, the CEF index derived from ERA20C and 20CRv3386

resembles the Australian CEPG index unanimously with the correlation387

coefficient of 0.67 and 0.59, respectively. But during the two gap periods of the388

two reanalyses mentioned above, ERA20C shows a better consistency with389

the proxy CEPG index. For example, the Australian CEF index and the CEPG390

index have a similar 20-year cycle before 1940. But the Australian CEF index391

derived from 20CRv3 is opposite to the CEPG index, except for a short period392

1920-1930 with the same positive anomaly. Also, in the 1960s both the CEPG393

index and the CEF index derived from ERA20C are positive, but the CEF index394

in 20CRv3 is negative, in spite of a consistent enhancement in the CEF index395
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in both the reanalyses and the Australian CEPG index in the preceding period.396

In brief, all these validations of the interdecadal variability suggest that397

ERA20C is more closely similar to the proxy, Thus is more credible than398

20CRv3.399

4. Summary and Discussions400

This paper first compared the two 20th century atmospheric reanalysis401

datasets, ERA20C and 20CRv3, as far as the boreal summer low-level402

cross-equatorial flows over the Asian-Australian monsoon region are403

concerned. The results suggest an overall consistence with respect to the404

spatial structure of the CEF climatology and their variability expressed as405

standard deviation. Also, substantial gaps between the two datasets are seen406

as follows.407

1) Climatologically, the intensity of BOB CEF and the variability of Somali408

CEF are stronger in 20CRv3 than ERA20C. For the year-to-year evolution in409

ERA20C compared to that in 20CRv3, the Somali CEF is stronger from 1901410

to 1925, but is weaker during the period of 1960-1980; the BOB CEF is411

constantly lower throughout the century and the Australian CEF has a weaker412

amplitude prior to 1950.413

2) At interannual timescale, significant differences between the two414

datasets are seen in 1901-1950, with frequently opposite anomalies in Somali415

CEF and different amplitude in the BOB and Australian CEFs.416

3) At interdecadal timescale, the two reanalyses show weak correlations417
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over three CEFs, with different decadal variation cycles in Somali CEF, along418

with the weaker periodic fluctuation of the BOB CEF in 20CRv3, and the419

opposite anomaly in the Australian CEF before 1940 and in the 1960s.420

4) As for the long-term trend, the two reanalyses show a consistence in421

the signal, with the upward trend in Somali CEF and BOB CEF and the422

downward trend in Australian CEF. But there are gaps in the trend amplitude,423

with a stronger strengthening in the Somali CEF but a less evident weakening424

in the Australian CEF in 20CRv3.425

The gaps in interdecadal variability of all the CEFs between the426

reanalyses raise one issue: which one is more reliable and which dataset can427

be selected for use? It is difficult to address this issue directly, since there are428

no sufficient instrumental wind records in the early 20th century. Here this is429

conducted by comparing CEFs in the two datasets with two proxy indicators.430

The first is the cross-equatorial meridional gradient of sea-level pressure, and431

the second is the Indian monsoon core region rainfall. They both have432

substantially dynamic connections with the CEFs and longer instrumental433

records. In addition, they verify each other during the 20th century. The434

validation results suggest that all the CEFs in ERA20C are more reasonable435

relative to 20CRv3, since the Somali CEF has the same periodicity variation as436

the two proxy indicators, and the Australian CEF has a consistent fluctuation437

with the proxy indicator. Thus, ERA20C is more suitable for investigating438

interdecadal climate variability associated with CEFs.439
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The present finding that ERA20C is a more reliable dataset is of important440

meaning for understanding the interdecadal variability of Asian-Australian441

summer monsoon, as well as for realizing global climate change. No doubt that442

the exchange of mass, momentum, water moisture and energy across the443

hemispheres are exclusively important for global climate distribution. Besides,444

the significant gap in interdecadal variability of the CEFs between the445

reanalyses provides some clues for developing next-generation atmospheric446

reanalysis products. The evident lag in the decadal variation of Somali CEF447

before 1920 and after 1980 in ERA20C relative to 20CRv3 and the two proxy448

indicators implies an urgent need to assimilate the oceanic observations into449

reanalysis dynamic system.450

There are some deficiencies in this study. First, the benchmark indexes451

used for the CEFs validation are only approximate and cannot fully explain the452

variability of the CEFs. Second, the reason for the gap in inter-decadal453

variation of three CEFs in the two reanalyses is unclear. According to their454

similar variation periodicity to AMO and PDO, one may guess that the model455

used for the two reanalyses may have deficiencies in capturing decadal456

variability associated with PDO and AMO. The other possible reason is that the457

SST datasets applied for boundary conditions in the two reanalyses are458

different, leading to the bias of cross-equatorial SST gradient and contributing459

to the difference of CEFs between the reanalyses. Nonetheless, this issue460

deserves further investigation.461
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Fig. 1. The horizontal distribution of summer (June to August) climatological

horizontal wind (arrows; m s−1) and standard deviation of meridional wind in

925 hPa over the eastern hemisphere (color shading) in (a) ERA5, (b)

NCEP/NCAR, (c) JRA55, (d) 20CRv3 and (e) ERA20C. The purple lines from

west to east indicate the position of the Somali CEF, the BOB CEF and three

sub-branches of the Australian CEF. The climatology is calculated as the

mean through 1958-2010.
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Fig. 2. (a, b) Vertical distribution of the summer climatologic cross-equatorial

meridional wind (m s−1) in 20CRv3 and ERA20C during 1901-2010. (d, e) as

(a, b) but for the standard deviation. (c, f) the difference between 20CRv3

and ERA20C. The purple box marks the maximum of the CEFs, which is in

the 850-925 hPa for Somali CEF, but in 925-1000 hPa for others. The black

dots represent the significance over the 95% level. The climatology is

calculated as the mean through 1958-2010.
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Fig. 3. The series of (a) Somali CEF index, (b) BOB CEF index, and (c)

Australian CEF index (m s−1) in ERA20C and 20CRv3. ave_N (ave_E) and

SD_N (SD_E) indicate the mean value and standard deviation of the CEF

indexes in 20CRv3 (ERA20C), respectively, and the gaps between the two

reanalyses in each CEF is measured by the Cor (correlation coefficient) and

RMSE (root-mean-square error ).
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Fig. 4. The interannual variability of (a) Somali CEF index, (c) BOB CEF

index, and (e) Australian CEF index (m s−1) in ERA20C and 20CRv3. (b), (d),

(f) present the correlation (Cor) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the

two reanalyses in the 11-yr running window over the three CEFs.
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Fig. 5. The interdecadal variability of (a) Somali CEF index, (b) BOB CEF

index, and (c) Australian CEF index (m s−1) in ERA20C and 20CRv3.
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Fig. 6. Wavelet power spectrum (the left part in the shade) and global power

spectrum (the right part with blue line) of (a) Somali CEF, (c) BOB CEF and (e)

Australian CEF in 20CRv3. (b), (d), (f) are the same as (a), (c), (e), but for the

CEFs in ERA20C; The thick black lines and the orange dashed lines indicate

the significance at 95% level and the thin black lines are the cones of edge

influence.
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719
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Fig. 7. The long-term trend of (a) Somali CEF, (b) BOB CEF and (c)

Australian CEF in 20CRv3 and ERA20C with the corresponding linear

regression equation.
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Fig. 8. The interdecadal variability of (a) Somali CEF, (b) BOB CEF and (c)

Australian CEF during 1981-2010 in five reanalyses and their ensemble mean,

as well as the corresponding CEPG index, obtained by 10-year low-pass

filtering. The correlation (Cor) of the ensemble mean CEF index and the

corresponding CEPG index is present in their upper-right corner.
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Fig. 9. The spatial distribution of interdecadal correlation between Indian

summer rainfall and Somali CEF during 1981-2010 in five reanalyses and

their ensemble mean. The dotted areas passed the significance test in the

95% level, and the areas within the purple box are the Indian monsoon core

region.
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730

Fig. 10. (a) The normalized interdecadal Somali CEF index in the two

reanalyses and its benchmark indexes (Somali CEPG and ISMR). (b) and

(c) are the same as (a) but for the BOB CEF and Australian CEF, as well as

their corresponding benchmark indexes (BOB CEPG and Australian CEPG).

The correlation coefficient (Cor) between the Somali CEPG index and the

ISMR index is 0.58.
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 6, but for the benchmark indexes, including (a) Somali

CEPG index, (b) ISMR index, (c) BOB CEPG index and (d) Australian CEPG

index.
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Table 1 Critical value of correlation coefficient at the different significance739

levels (90%,95%,99%) for the CEF series (n=110) in different time scales,740

calculated by the Monte Carlo method.741

742

Time Scale α=0.1 α=0.05 α=0.01

Original 0.16 0.19 0.24

Interannual 0.17 0.21 0.27

Interdecadal 0.48 0.55 0.66
743
744
745
746
747

Table 2 The correlation coefficients of the Somali CEF, BOB CEF as well as748

the Australian CEF with their corresponding benchmark indexes in 20CRv3749

and ERA20C. The benchmark index for Somali CEF includes Somali CEPG750

index and ISMR index, but for BOB CEF and Australian CEF is only the751

corresponding CEPG index. The coefficient marked with a (two) star passed752

the 90% (95%) significance test.753

754

Somali BOB Australian

CEPG ISMR CEPG CEPG

20CRv3 0.38 0.34 0.17 0.59**

ERA20C 0.53* 0.43 0.33 0.67**
755

756


